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Objectives:

At the end of this lesson the student will be able to:

- classify sentences about “ways of life”.

- use past simple affirmative form in sentences.- use past simple affirmative form in sentences.

- write sentences using past simple affirmative form and
prepositions of time.

At the end of this lesson the student will be able to:

classify sentences about “ways of life”.

use past simple affirmative form in sentences.use past simple affirmative form in sentences.

sentences using past simple affirmative form and



Ways of life

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ways of life

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Look and read.

seals a kayak

whales a sled

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Animals
hunted

Ways of 
travels

buffalo horses

knives tepees

a spear a tent

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

HomesWeapons

a bow and an arrow igloos



Task 1
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Task 1
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First, read the sentences below, then classify them in the table.3:00
- They used sleds for travelling.
- They used bows and arrows for hunting.
- They hunted buffalo.
- They lived in igloos.Now check your answer

- They hunted buffalo.

What animals did they hunt? Where did they live?

- They lived in igloos.

- They lived in igloos.
- They lived in tepees.
- They used horses for travelling.

Now check your answer

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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- They lived in tepees.- They hunted whales.

- They lived in tents.- They hunted seals.

First, read the sentences below, then classify them in the table.

- They hunted whales.
- They used spears for hunting.
- They lived in tents.
- They hunted seals.Now check your answer

What did they use for hunting? What did they use for travelling?

- They used bows and 
arrows for hunting.

- They used sleds for 
travelling.

- They used kayaks for travelling.
- They used knives for hunting.

Now check your answer

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

- They used horses for 
travelling.

- They used spears for 
hunting.

- They used kayaks for 
travelling.

- They used knives for 
hunting.



Past simple affirmative form
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Past simple affirmative form
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Past simple (Affirmative)
First, read the examples and find out the grammatical rule.
They walked in the park yesterday. All the sentences are in the past simple.
They studied for test last night.They studied for test last night.
We stopped for the night in a small hotel.

Verb The change in the verb
walk walked

I lived in a small house 10 years ago. 
He played chess last night. 

study studied Verbs ending with a consonant and 

stop stopped Verbs ending with a single consonant and the second last 
letter is a vowel > 

live lived
play played

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Past simple (Affirmative)
First, read the examples and find out the grammatical rule.

All the sentences are in the past simple.

for the night in a small hotel.

Think! What are the changes in the verbs?
The grammatical rule

Base form + ed

in a small house 10 years ago. 

Verbs ending with a consonant and y change to i + ed.
Verbs ending with a single consonant and the second last 

letter is a vowel > the last letter doubles + ed
Verbs ending with “e”  + d

Verbs ending with a vowel and y + ed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Task 2
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Task 2
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Now, rearrange the words to form sentences. Then check your 
answers.

1- small / He / flat / in / a / lived / . 

1:00

1- small / He / flat / in / a / lived / . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

2- in / They / walked / yesterday / garden / the / .

He lived in a small flat.

2- in / They / walked / yesterday / garden / the / .

--------------------------------------------------------------------They walked in the garden yesterday.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Now, rearrange the words to form sentences. Then check your 

small / He / flat / in / a / lived / . small / He / flat / in / a / lived / . 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

in / They / walked / yesterday / garden / the / .in / They / walked / yesterday / garden / the / .

--------------------------------------------------------------------They walked in the garden yesterday.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Prepositions of time (

Now let’s add a preposition of time to the sentences. 

Verb +

Ali bought his car

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ali bought his car

Prepositions of time (in/ on/ at)

Now let’s add a preposition of time to the sentences. 

+ in

Ali bought his car in 1990.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ali bought his car in 1990.



Prepositions of time (

She called her mother at

Verb +

She called her mother at

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Prepositions of time (in/ on/ at)

at 9 o’clock yesterday. 

+ at

at 9 o’clock yesterday. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Prepositions of time (

We opened our shop 

Verb +

We opened our shop 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Prepositions of time (in/ on/ at)

We opened our shop on New Year’s Day.

+ on

We opened our shop on New Year’s Day.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Let’s find out when to use each preposition.

Prepositions When do we use the 
preposition?

Prepositions of time (

preposition?

in
Months – Years – Seasons –

Time period – Decades -
Centuries

on Days - Dates

at Specific time – Holiday period -
Expressions

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Let’s find out when to use each preposition.

Examples

Prepositions of time (in / on / at)

- My birthday is in March.
- Amal was born in 1996.
- Life was difficult in the 1940s.
- My father built our house in the 21st century.
- We went to India in summer.
- They will be here in 10 minutes.
- I will visit Tim on Sunday.
- His birthday is on 8th April.

- Ahmed gets up at 8 o’clock.
- Come and visit us at Eid.
- He is reading a book at the moment.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Task 3
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Task 3
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Now read and rewrite the sentences with the correct prepositions in the 
next column. Then, check your answers.

Incorrect sentences

3:00

Incorrect sentences

1- I bought a house on June.

2- Polly went to the university on 7:00 o’clock.

3- They travelled to Japan at spring.

4- Jack moved to London in 8th May 2000.

1-

3-

4-

2-

4- Jack moved to London in 8th May 2000.

5- I gave my mother a golden ring in Mother’s Day.

6- He was born at 1980.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4-

5-

6-

Now read and rewrite the sentences with the correct prepositions in the 
next column. Then, check your answers.

Correct sentencesCorrect sentences

- I bought a house in June.

- They travelled to Japan in spring.

- Jack moved to London on 8th May 2000.

- Polly went to the university at 7:00 o’clock.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

- Jack moved to London on 8th May 2000.

- I gave my mother a golden ring on Mother’s Day.

- He was born in 1980.



Task 4
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Task 4
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Now change the base form of the verb into the past, then write 
sentences using the prepositions of time.

4:00
Assessment:

Verb The change 
in the verb

close

watch

cry

closed

watched

cried

My father close

I watched a comedy film 

My little sister crcry

stay

shop

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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cried

stayed

shopped

My little sister cr

We stayed home 

Sara shopped

Now change the base form of the verb into the past, then write 
sentences using the prepositions of time.

Assessment:

The sentences

My father closed his shop in summer.

a comedy film on Monday.

My little sister cried at 10 o’clock when she lost her doll.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My little sister cried at 10 o’clock when she lost her doll.

home at Eid because it was windy.

for groceries on Friday. 



Thank you
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Thank you
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